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MY HEART has broken at least
three times in the past week.

Not because of things happening
in my life.

But because of the news of three
Australian veterans taking their
own lives and losing the battle
with the black dog.

As a result of these deaths, one
serving member on 12 months
medical leave reached out via
Facebook and talked about his
battles after serving in
Afghanistan.

If you read the post, you couldn’t
help but cry about the battles this
man faces with the debilitating
mental health issue of Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder.

They have isolated themselves
from family and friends out of guilt
and shame of what PTSD does to
the mind and body.

Of spending days living in a
regressive state, as a coping
mechanism. Of avoiding people.

It went on.
Only recently, I heard about how

local defence force members had
reached out for professional help
but only had one or two
appointments made available to
them.

With the federal election just
around the corner, I’m calling on
all candidates, from major political
parties to independents, to put
their hands up to fight for more
funds and for more services to be
made available for our service men
and women in regional areas.

These people have already put
their lives on the line fighting for
our right to live the way we do in a
democratic society. It is only fair
we help them with their fight
against the black dog when they
return to civilian life.

■ If you help need with
depression, anxiety or PTSD
please call Lifeline on 13 11 14.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Absurdities, not
the facts
I UNDERSTAND that letters to the
editor are just an expression of
someone's opinion, but Doug Be-
lot's, "Australia was not invaded"
(April 13) uses absurdities masque-
rading as facts to support his argu-
ment. This is annoying!

"Those fleeing from terror do so
from Islamic countries to Christian
countries". Ridiculous. For example,
five million have fled Syria, 95% of
them taken in by five Muslim coun-
tries. Australia, the freest of Chris-
tian countries, has taken in a mere
handful.

"Christian governing has lasted
thousands of years and given free-
dom to all under its banner". Ridic-
ulous. For 1300 of the 1500 years or
so of Christian governing, slavery

was accepted. The new world was
the destination for many thousands
of Christian refugees escaping the
terror of bigoted Christian Europe.
Germany was Christian and started
two world wars. Christianity is no
guarantee of peace or freedom.

No, we did not invade the moon,
it meets the definition of "terra
nullius", a concept debunked by
Australian courts as applying here.

If "invasion" is the unwelcome
incursion of one group onto anoth-
er's land, often involving violence,
well that certainly describes our
history. Invasions have been routine
throughout human history. Chris-
tians have always been very good at
it; think the crusades. Think Latin
America.

According to census data, Austra-
lia is one of the least religious
countries on Earth, yet one of the
most free.
■ Shane Newell

Yeppoon

Complaints against
the RSRT
COMPLAINTS that the commission-
er of the Road Safety Remuneration
Tribunal had, with the Transport
Workers Union of Australia, the

Australian Labor Party and others,
included a number of offences that
reach across a number of govern-
ment agency’s jurisdictions.

That they had colluded to commit
offences. Namely:

■ Price fixing,
■ Preventing people from the

right to work,
■ Using false and misleading

statements to mislead the govern-
ment (that’s the so-called RTRS
claiming that the price-fixed rates
would reduce the number of truck
driver deaths). When in fact only
14% of fatal accidents in the heavy
transport industry involve owner
drivers,

■ That their actions are dis-
criminatory against a minority
group.

■ That their actions will deprive
the effected owner driver the right
to work.

.
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Check out the sports results from the weekend in

Opinion

IF we are to make any headway
in preventing deaths from
domestic violence in this
country then we need life
sentences to mean life
sentences, not 15 years and
then released with probably
government assistance. Lara's
family never got any assistance.

I refer to Wayne Robson who
wilfully and brutally murdered
this very young and beautiful
woman.

She was just starting her life.
It makes me physically sick

to think that someone sitting
behind a desk made a decision

to allow him back into the
community and to allow him
into the community where her
family lives. As if five years will
make any difference.

How the hell does the judicial
system expect any member of
her family to react when they
bump into him in the street?

This family is just as
traumatised now as the day she
died and will remain so. What
about Lara and her family?
They were given life sentences.

Lyn Laskus
Emu Park

Lara Ashcroft’s killer has been released from prison.

LARA ASHCROFT

Ashcroft family got life
sentences, not Robson

ON Thursday I was delighted to
present at “Our Region, Our
Future – Disrupting the CQ
Region”, an event hosted by the
Public Sector Innovation
Network, BiiG.

Pitched at public servants from
a wide range of backgrounds, my
topic was “Ups, Down and
Innovation in Central
Queensland”.

The aim of the presentation
was to use economic
observations to set the scene for
the need for innovation and to

provide some ideas our
community could pursue.

These ideas could be pursued
because our region is naturally
endowed with the required
human, organisation and capital
resources, because they have
been tried elsewhere and worked,
or because they are just plain
sensible.

My presentation contained five
initiatives in which our region
could show leadership, but there
are many more.

Why don’t these things happen
of their own accord? What’s
holding our region back?

Basically, it’s us.
Too many people, local people

who should know, have no grasp
of the issues facing regional
areas.

They simply do not understand
that the collapse in capital
expenditure in resources will
result in a significant decline in
the availability of public money.

Our research shows the loss of
23,000 jobs across a sample of six
major contractors, all of which
have a significant presence in
Central Queensland. It shows
revenues from the worker’s camp
at Calliope falling from $37
million to $4.7 million.

Don’t expect Adani to save us.
Including interest, principal
repayments, rail, port charges
and royalties we estimate Adani’s
cost of getting the coal onto a
ship at $A44 per tonne. Since its
steaming coal that leaves $A30
per tonne to run the mine, pay
the workers and provide a return

to shareholders.
Recognising this, Adani is now

reportedly asking for government
contributions and we understand
that the Future Fund has shown
them the door.

The job losses already evident
in the mining industry are
following through to
manufacturing and retail and
they are going to hit councils and
public servants. The focus and
calibre of the BiiG event was a
professional and gentle way of
getting this message across to
public servants.

Me being me, let me
paraphrase the message in more
direct terms.

“If you do not quickly make
your departments and regional
offices directly relevant then you

Time for public servants
The French Lesson

with
David
French


